
“More Use More Reward” Promotion (“Promotion”) Terms and
Conditions

1. The Promotion is valid from now until further notice, both days inclusive (“Promotion Period”).

2. By participating in this Promotion, participants are deemed to accept these terms and

conditions (“T&Cs”).

3. The Promotion is only applicable to users of ReCube App (“Participant”).

How to get “Reward”

4. Each successful borrow of ReCube reusable tableware by Participant during the Promotion

Period will be entitled to one (1) “Reward”

5. Each Participant can earn a maximum of 5 “Reward” per day.

6. Participant can use the "Reward" and choose a reward immediately or keep it in the ReCube

App -[Reward]-[More Use More Reward] Page.

7. All "Reward" will be valid for 2 days from receipt and will be forfeited after expiry. "Reward"

that are forfeited will not be reissued.



“Reward”

8. For each “Reward”, Participant may get one or more of the following rewards:

○ ReCoin Reward;

○ Restaurants coupons;

○ Other designated rewards.

9. Participants may be given the opportunity to select his/her reward among the rewards, no

change is allowed after selection and confirmation.

10. Reward options in "Rewards" are determined by ReCube.

11. In the event of missing of“Reward”entitled under Clause 4 due to network error or other

unexpected issues, ReCube shall compensate 100 ReCoin.

12. If Participants are given the opportunity to select his/her rewards but cannot select rewards

due to reward selection timeout or leaving the reward selection page or other unexpected issues,

Participants shall reselect in the ReCube App -[Reward]-[More Use More Reward] Page. If

Participants do not reselect within 2 days from receipt of the “Reward”, "Reward" will be forfeited

after expiry. "Reward" that are forfeited will not be reissued.



13. The restaurant coupons, ReCube coupons and other designated rewards mentioned in

Clause 8 are subject to its terms and conditions, Participants should reference to the relevant

terms and conditions before use. Restaurant coupons are provided by the restaurant and is

subject to its terms and conditions, including but not limited to services, products, prices, expiry

date and terms of use, are provided by the relevant restaurant. For details please refer to

relevant terms and conditions or check with relevant restaurant. ReCube will not be responsible

for any unsuccessful use of the specific coupons.

14. Terms and Conditions of ReCoin apply for its redemption. For details, please visit

http://app.re3.world/en/recoin_term. ReCube is not obliged to notify Participant of any changes or

latest announcements about relevant Terms and Conditions.

15. In the event of any illegal, fraudulent or abnormal transacting behaviour by a Participant

during the participation of this Promotion, ReCube shall cancel such person’s rewards earned

and/ or entitlement to these rewards, and reserve the right to take any necessary legal action.

The abnormal transaction behaviour includes but not limited to the act of frequent rental and

return or cancellation of rental.

16. If a rental has been cancelled, ReCube will deduct the reward earned in the transaction (if

any) and/ or cancel the right to earn rewards and will NOT grant a new Reward on the new

transaction(s) derived from the cancellation.

http://app.re3.world/en/recoin_term


General Terms

17. All “Reward” Rewards cannot be transferred unless otherwise specified herein.

18. ReCube reserves the right to adjust, withdraw or cancel the Promotion, and to amend or

revise any of these T&Cs from time to time without prior notice and without assigning any

reasons whatsoever.

19. In case of any ambiguity, doubts or disputes arising out of or under any of these T&Cs or any

communications, the decision of ReCube is final and conclusive in all circumstances without

assigning any reasons whatsoever and no correspondence will be entered into.

20. If the Participant has any enquiries towards the Promotion, please contact ReCube via email

at info@re3.world.

21 No one other than the Participant and ReCube (includes its successors and assigns) will

have any right under the Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Ordinance to enforce or enjoy the

benefit of any of the provision of these Terms.

22. These T&Cs are governed in all respects by and construed in accordance with the laws of

the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region. The parties submit to the jurisdiction of the courts

of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region.



23. In the event of any discrepancy or inconsistencies between the English and Chinese

versions of these T&Cs, the English version shall prevail.


